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THE ILIAD CAME OUT OF
by

Micheie Manher

are
in
most exclusivc
Mediterranean
as Greece and Egypt. Thc
toward the middle of
millennium, is
Amoma tahlels.

orthe

Greece,
it mix with other
contributing to coostitute some characters ofthe not yet born Greek H.,,''''''''
different

an identity to the Greek nation aud draws its source
epic
then koowu, that
Middle-east.
aud the Doriaos after introduced in Greece memories and tales or thc

are weil showed the analogies between
Uu"n'"n,a. tales, as are
evident, alld ~hif)'\lII'efi
the analogies between the narrative expedjents of the ltll'lIlI'lIJJ'UIJ"al,a
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JlII;um/n

me to write th is
TIIE MOTIVE that
a
way. I came across
in a book a sentence
a Sparush
bishop, Diego De
m
Yucatan in eonquistadores'
that says:
«We /taund a
of books wri tten
with these eharaeters of Indians, and sinee
there wasn't sorne whieh wasn't JUli
superstitions and
o( the devil, we burnt
thern all ».
sentence is
even if
that we burnt them all must not be taken to
The
the
Anäent

to the "books'
the bishop.
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Another very aneient book is the holy
Hindu of the Mahiibhiirata, an
over hundred thousand stanzas long
like
lliad and
put together) that's at the same time
moral
epic of Hindu.
case there was a
organic
narrative corpus,
a
period of time
the fourth eentury b.
C and the fourth eentury a.
the original core of
poem underwent
contributions
kinds.

stake"

1S
are kept at present in three European
Dresden,
and Madrid and,
Jrp.~t1P'n 's
is very
between many other
the ones too
of Venus
one day on

We'H never be able to
many
what other unbe!ievable, precious and aneient
know1edges were lost
ever.
whose roots are lost
times, luekily have reaehed
uso Between most aneients of them we
Pyramid texts, that kings
10-2460 b. C) and
Sixth (2460-2200 b.
made to earve at
memory over
walls of
rooms of thejr pyramids.
period included
is certainly the
between
b.
period in
those texts were materially
written up, but it's very difficult, if not
to imagine
such an
and wisdom was
nowhere, without a
tradition
of
other
unfortunately didn't arrive to us.
UJV'"'''H''....

developed in India that
elsewhere), were sung
time by the Indian sutas (bards)
courts in India. According to the puranie
tradition Yudhisthira,
mythical
of
the Pändavas, reigned in the lndus' valley to
of
beginnings
the
Kali "), that is around 3000 b. C,
datum is in
contrast with what we
know to be the real period
the Aryans,
descent In India, I mean more than a
thousand years after that
certainly very ancient some of the
in
poem.
For instance, the tale in which the king's
of
Pändavas, the
Pandu) are really produced by the gods, wi 11
be one
the
In
in which the queen
the
dynastie
traditions, by the spirit of the god. An
important rite, in this
was taking
place
instanee during
Opet
party, in full summer, when the Amen's
by the Karnak
Luxor where, in the room
"of the divine birth", the
was
meeting
god. This ritual of
"coupling",
and symbolic,
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lIIumiuated Page ofthe Dresden's Code.

Illumination oftbe vm Ceutury Wbicb Represeut the Prince Nala and His Bride Damayautf,
C haracters of an Episode in tbe Tbird Book oftbe Vanaparvan, "tbe Book of tbe Forest".
Museum of New Delbi.
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camal
beings, we ean
Book of
Bible (Gen 6,
mythology, where
IS even a brutal
womaniser, because is not
of young

}},

Mahabhlirata, when
State"

of
of the
is
by
to aeknowledge
her ehild as his

({ deus
from

Then, the <;:akuntala
was a model
aneient
for
women of
world: sentimental and submissive but with
the dignity
obedient up to the
of
I to his
like
we
the
of lshmael; in
the Judas king's ~uur;".".{)
Titus. But it's there something
else too.
<;:akuntala name mean in Sanskrit "the
from an
one
the
and it
episode Iinked to her birth. When
Menaka
36

same way eruel, ... .,..'''''''~n
wise
sedueed for bet.
vultures saw this deserted baby
eircled over
fiJlV"""'U down around her; but uw",-",,,
rather than to tear her, they
her
The <;:akuntas,
beeame so the symbol
the
divinity,
future aneestress of

In the aneient
shows
mother,
isn't
a
instanee in the ancient
wh ich shows
god, ntr, is
banner, exaetly as in the lIllClnc.rnnar/'llll
the hypothesis advaneed by
Emilio Spedieato,
the Bergamo
(Italy) eou Id eontain elements
~1\0'~I\;,i:1lV says that the "Punt
which the
ships were
identified with the Purljab,
valley with his
prineipal
pung,
Punjab
ofthe

CAN ALSO the
to show aeeounts
cultural links with the
This subject is
all along at the centre of an heated and
inexhaustible
The scholars are
discordant
doeuments
evaluation, whieh so for this
turns out
and
For instanee
possible,
the
of
to
right account of an affIrmation that
rhetorician Dion Chrysostomus (in the
does in one
eentury of the Common
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The Famous Oinoc/lOe Levy, Rhodiau Ceramic Vessel ofthe VII Ceutury Be.
Paris,Louvre M useum. It Is Oue of the Most Kuowu Examples with Orieutal Style Overtoues
Dates Back to That Period.

Cuueiform Tablet, from the Archive of A marna.
37
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his speeches, when he claims to have seen a
book containing an Indian epic translated by
Homer.

the Cyrene's scholar was
out in his
regard to
",,,,,uU'", probably ab out three hundred years.

Martin Bemal, in his renowned essay Black
Athena. The Afroasiatic Roots of Classical
Civiliziation (London 1987) claims that for
reasons of cullural pride Creeks tended 10
the
of the injluence and
n"~'nw'n from the Near East (p.
adds soon
the most recent
colonisations
really the
ground in
fall of
the period which marked
ancient model and the
ofthat

of over
The Amarna tab lets are a
three hundred clay tablets, carved
cuneiform
eventfully
between the ruins of the Akhetaten city In
The Middle Egypt. They represent apart of
correspondence existed,
a
(from 1370 to 1340 b.
between the Egyptian government - from
Am~ho~p m ~
ilie
middle eastern kings of big, medium
1ittle-sized states.

between the
accounls
of eastern
colonisation, an embossed vase fragment of
the Vll
which
Europe in
eastern costume.

it is proper of that period an
evolution of the
toward
motives imported
East,
according
the general tendency of an
pro-Orientalism.
consistent
us
when he defines
KOVPryC;, « Phoenician's
XIV, 321), since Hesiod
same thing, in a fragment of the
rtuu .... ,1YZu, of the women, where he speaks
as the daughter of a « noble
Phoenician ».

If we consider that the facts told in the
poem take place when the
age turns at the end (
in his Chronographies, said
that the Troy's fall had happened in 1184 b.
C.), we must suppose that the events which
concern Europe,
most of all her
Thebes city
mythical founder of
over that date, not
but they date back to few centuries
before the Amarna tablets, even if
Eratosthenes
affirming that Cadmus
introduced the
alphabet in
Greece 1 13 b. C.

If we look at the names contained in
letters and take away those Egyptians, we
obtain the following distribution
the others
Semitic names
32
Hurrians names 3
"".'nu." names
6
Indo-Aryans names 20.
Then the
analysis points out the
fact, of great importance, that the
Aryans names are placed at the tops
socia! stair, while they decrease as one
down along this stair, in inverse proportion to
the Semitic names.
We find a dose association between
and Indo-Aryans In The
states, in the northern Syria.
maryannu, a caste of warriors
nobles of high rank (something
riders of our Middle Ages), in these zones
have Indo-Aryans names. Names which seem
came out
slanzas, or of the Hl<1rr",..r"
lists of the Mahiibhiirata, are also between
of Canaanitics
princes and
THE PRINCE of 'Akko, main harbour of
North Palestine, is ca lIed Zurata
8, 85,
232, 245b); the prince of the biblical
future Philistines' city, has the name
Shuwardata (EA 278-284, 366);
king of
Megiddo,
and important
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same letter:
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E urope's Abduction. Metope from the Selinunte's Temple. 560 Be. Paler mo (Siciliy),
National Museum. As We Can See, in That Representation Too, Europe Wears the Same
Caparison Weared by t he Asiatic Princes of R etenu
That We Have Saw in the Tomb of Sethi I, at West T he bes.
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M a p of the CuItural Influence on the Archaie Greek Art Coming from East.
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observant
father's will and
expended
the Pharaoh and
allies, they gave the king's land to the habiru
(EA 287). If we identifY the Habiru with
Hebrews, then
episode can
biblical tale,
talks about an
But the
the Middle
future
habiru actions - are a
contrast with
biblical tale, where isn't
conquest of
found any 1'Y'OPlnnr,n to
zones. It
about rebellions
of local
272, that is
of the moment
abscond ing, to

in his
lIistoire de I 'Egyple ancienne
(Libraire
F ayard, Paris 1988),
affirms that one of the Semitic Pharaohs
the Hyksos dynasty (the XV
Manetho's
reignmg on the
good
Ch. VIII,
with the
XVI1
were
in
meantime
This Pharaoh was Jacob-Baal (1
C.) and his name doesn't let access
slightest doubt about the nature of his
and his racial identity. By the
Pharaohs of that same dynasty
Kh-jan (the
John,
and Josephus
(Aser is

Up to these
events were
then, the Middle-Eastern courts, frequented
and ruled by
siltas
du ring the
task
in a
and
the Mahabharata
the over 100.000
the
and
sec. a. D.). To the 'nU'll/n,n
the Hindu val
which wandered
was instead entrusted
squares of the
the diffusion of another Hindu epic,
Ramayana. But in Middle East the people,
to the
class - how we
know fTom the Amarna tableIs -, was
and so the
sung by
courts, could have
diffusion, how it had, between aristocracy
and the more iIIustrious poets of the
Middle East.

Accepting the
Bemal suggestion to
the
adopt,
as
working
hypothesis,
colonisations of
Hyksos (cif., p.
moreover
hirn to
Phoenicians,
necessary to
before the
with the
Jacob-Baal
the
explication). That an Agenor, king
Phoenicians, was his brother, we don't know
it, but considering
identity between
the two peoples
Bemal suggestion,
we can't exclude
WE MUST mention, to assert the hypothesis
at
for a fair chunk, if
that the myth
not in fuH measure,
truth, a
Turm Papyrus,
number
down the tenth
by the Egyptologists
alme with the name
column, in which,
Khamudy, follows one which says « [kings
qf] aforeign country 6,
to 108 years.:».
Not only.
Africanus (ill
theXV

Is
problems between
in the Egyptian Delta.
IFAO's scientific
42

that up to
hadn't yet risen
ethnic groups
Director of the
Nicolas Grimal,

writer Ju lius
describes in
of

sb: loreigners 01
which look
Menphis; that also they jbunded a
in the
Sethroitic Nomos (Avaris, A. n.) And starting
from that base they
Egypt (cit. in A.

IV/1,nrnJ'1/m

L

&

LNIIUJ"UH.
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Delta, as the
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llighlighted in the Map the Mjddle East Cities Cooquered by the
Babylooiao Semitic King Hammurabi.

King Amasis (XXVI Dynasty). Slate, Height 10 Inches. Ägyptisches Museu m, Berlin.
The Stylistic Element Weil Known as "Saitic Smile" Influenced the Italian Art Too, from t he
Etrurians to Leonardo Da Vinci.
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that became Pharaoh
at Thebes and during the
kingdom of Apophi I at
take
Thebans to drive out
From
und er the
the
Ahmoses.

Vol.

Taa

THE XVIII EGYPTIAN
another
however,
years under the nightmare
a new
eoalition
between
Phoenicians
and
the
Iranian mountains and their
storming of BabyIon was so
as a
divine blessing. Those were
highlanders, also if so
to become
but Toothmosis IV was able, maybe
this, to
them a fundamental
of peaee and mutual
It happens
for reasons
today, in politics,
state they meet
who
depended
wou Id
never meet.

ean
Contra

about the
of
also in another
Egypt the same Manetho wrote in what
manner a certain nation, that they were
calling Hiesos, was jinding remembered in
their holy books, and
correctly. After
that, our
ancestors were TlUJ'fUllftl< down offather in son
Ihe beasls' pasture.
And he eontinues

Manetho, who says
had drawn
holy texts
History, and thaI I
already mentioned when he said
ancestors
10
Egypt in many
and, once
submitted the
inhabitanls; later,
confesses itself r"/u/nu
lost that one (area), they obtained in a next
epoch that province which caUs Judea now.

LrJue

2004

At this point Josephus Flavius bristles
Manetho
hirn to invent unbelievable
words aboul Jewish, wanling 10 mix the
leprous Egyptians' mob or
injirmities diseased with our people which,
as he sayS, wen! from
by the
no,',u,,"O oftheir abomination.
of
however have,
Hebrew historian, a

of
a
carved
the
Hatshepsut, in whieh the queen,
the sueeesses his kingdom,
says:
when I decided to let
the abomination
the
the earth
their feet.
Then there was an action of the sea, which
",ar'TOEl'" arrived a

WHAT'S about Hatshepsut talking? The only
eertain things we can acquire from
are that
to start
of the
and that
earthquake in those days, probably
sea). We
from a tsunami (an action
also know that in the Leviticus there are two
14,
to the
chapters, 13
problem of the leprosy,
which

tsunami, this
the Delta,
military
watch post
Therefore
the street

covering
sea, should
killed by
they had
Red sea,
so
hinterland
avoiding to be
the tsunami, who could ever
ntr,rrr,pnthem
a
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Tbe Strongbold ofLindos, on tbe Rbodos' Island.
Tbe Close-Up Ruins Are Tbat ofthe Atbena Temple, in Wbicb Was Found tbe Amasis' Stele.

Herodotus. Naples, National Museum
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had two chi ldren,

and

to these at
a thing
words with
Hyksos.,.
ancestors ,., our ancestors '" our
Ilte:cellel1t

ur,'nft>r

the play
Greek

under the
help to the king of the city,
according to other tales).
the
to the people which, patriotically,
decided to line up trom the part of Danaus
daughters. Up to
the
It
to a more ancient myth
event.
of Argos loved
is
Hera's
to run
in
where gives birth to
son of the
in his turn,
birth to a
cal1ed Libya who,
by
(wh ich Bemal
with the
god Baal, or Egyptian
birth to two children, Agenor and
on Phoenicians,
on

we have

~~.!\

, - , n, "that"; and

CJ.CJ.~

I ,

Then Asenatet, «
spnng that flow ». But Asenath
perhaps the daughter of Potipherah
that, in Gen 41, 45, pharaoh
On
to wife, and who
unto
41, 50) two sons, Manasseh and
event was so
to
model of the
chiefl
't t,

AGENOR

~_.-- ~-'".

MARRIED

Tt:At:rpaCY(Ja

a

woman
make

ca lIed
n"'nrt>l'~

« pure

- married an '"' ""'"nT."
myth is
near, pOl]

47
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And Danaus, the fIrst son of
we must notke that
word Danaus is the
name Dan, one
Greek version of the
of the biblical Jacob's sons and founder of
one of the twelve
tribe however
he
the explorations trough
sea
rather than the promised land (and Dan
lives
on the
herself Deborah in the
eantiele [Gde 5, 1 ).
daughters' father, to the
these to marry the
sons of
deeides to come back with them
land, to
precisely, where he found a new colony. Live
still there
the original
to the
population of the Hellas,
invasions
precisely.

ones who came from
in the area
nowealled
(eil., H, 49).
Now Martin Bemal affirms that

the Dor/ans
themselves «
of
ancient uc.rnaus
and that
dorian kings kept on heing proud
of their Egyptian-hyksos aneestry (eil., page.
99).

DAN AUS

fatber, is
Baal, tbc
Hiksos' Pharaob,
Europe's
abduction, and tbe consequent Cadmus'
arrival in Boetia, couldn't bappened
tbc
pcriod
suggested
by
tbat is 1313 b. C.
Since that
Phoenician
colonisations
epoch in which the
the northern Europe in the Balkan, it's
difficult that the
by
Eratosthenes, as we already saw,
the
arrival In Greece, could be the one
near the truth.
Diodorus
SicHy affirms that Cadmus
the
instructed
Pelasgics to
use
Phoenician alphabet (Bibliotheca Historica,
III, 61.1) and Herodotus, talking about
Thera island, says that the son of Agenor,
in search
Europe,
there
and had
there some
(Histories,
IV, 147). The Halicarnassus'
also
learned
rites
that
coneerning Dionysus (Osiris among the
An.) hy Cadmus
Tyre
hy the

48

To und erstand
meaning
affirmation, we have to
all, that the
the
from
had, In
power that we

of

that

The
Amasis (XXVI dynasty, 570
526 b. c.) that the historians defIne the more
among
Pharaohs,
perfectly every detail about the myth
Danaus and
daughters. He was
informed that the Phoenician-Egyptian
in
prince,
reaching
the Rodhos' isJand
in the
city,
he had founded atempIe dedicated to Athena.
Herodotus,
about this Pharaoh in his
says:

To Samos (Amasis) senf gifts
jor the
relationship
between him
A
son
Polycrates (tyrant
to
not
some
the temple ol
hospilality lie, hut
Athena which is in Lindos it is said
Danaus, ao,c/u!'a
jounded it the daughters
there when were avoiding the sons of
,H,182).
NOW
the
epoch,
closeness of the
says the
without
Plutarch
father of
lie
which had defined hirn
(to cross swords
Herodotus
the father
followers that defined their
of History). Is in fact still preserved, in
Lindos
m
an
well-known as ehronicle of Lindos, in

Vol. 5,
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symbol

is remembered the Amasis' votive
about which
talks.

also from
and the
of identity and national pride.

This example shows that, in those ancient
what
we consider "myth" was
eSJ)I~cnulY alive
aud true, so much so that one was
to
vaJues to be
politicalJy involved.

For
reasons in the !lEad and in
Odyssey the cultural contributions
blended together,
ones
Achaeans
Dorians, which were coming from North,
the other ones
Semitics and
coming from East
South.

HOWEVER I wouldn't like to be
misunderstood. I'm not trying to
nature of the myth back to
historical
I'm
where possible, to approach
myth
historical sources to the matter of
that, as human product of a precise cu ltural
born at an exact historical
doesn't come from
the
moon.
So, in the myths and the

of
elements are
and

become an
inextricable pile of
and rptÄrp'n",~",
to other cultural stocks. Aseries of elements
cOlllm:ct(~d to the Danaus event for instance,
as we just saw, remember closely the whole
biblical event of Joseph and his family, not
but they even find echo and references
in the book the
But going
to our Hellas, the people,
wh ich had colonised it,
to
create a cultural framework
assuming the best
it. Since in
peopJe which were
that per iod nations were born and died with
at a certain moment
weil thought they would
for
best territorial

panhellenic ideal were born the
b.
Delphi
under Thessalian
586 b.

the
are
and
and

changed, and a lot, after 480 b. c., after
At
naval battle of
the most frightful tool war of the
power was
entirely constituted by Phoenicians.

Many
think that is this the reason
for which Thucydides omitted to talk,
his
History olthe war ol/he
about
the coJonisations of Danaus and Cadmus,
preferring to
myth, still
the time,
Hellenus, the son
survived to the universal
But if it
should been for this, then ought to have
behaved exactJy on
contrary! During
in
also
Athens and
Sparta allied, we have that the city of Argos,
in the Peloponnesus,
all the Boeotia, at
the Attica borders, were philopersian and so
the
to the panheHenic unit and the
national reconciliation, at ended war, would
been an actual
so much so that
did it (Herodotus was born,
to some,
same year as
battle
Salamis, Thucydides twenty years later).
look at the dates can let us
the
went. From a
and
fragment of the DiilJus Greek
of Eusebius
from the
p<;:j1,prf'~ we know that Herodotus was in
Athens
really in
445 b. C. and
that period,
the
Athenians,
,,".w>JV.w
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Thucydides. Norfo lk (U.K.), Holkharn Hall.

Eastern Stair ofthe Audiences' Room ("Apadana") in the Darius Palace at Persepolis.
Warriors oftbe Royal Guard.
50
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Vo1.5,

already

Instead Thucydides dedicated his life to draw
up the history of a war, that one of the
Peloponnesus, which started in 431 b. C ..
Weil, in what a way the Athenian historian
could have talked about the most recent
myths, that were celebrating the panhellenic
at
moment, with
nationalism, if
every evidence, didn't have sense?

HE WAS IN front of
a civil
war in fact fought for the supremacy on the
Hellas - that had opposed Athens and
with a lot of hatred,
27 years,
that had
devoured all the resources from the
nation. Not only, but also in this
the
was with
bordering, was "obviously" from the part
the enemy (but
from the end
the
will turn over his
peloponnesian war
clearer, Thucydides wasn't
coa1itions). To
to raise to the honours
the hyksos-Phoenician
that the
us, with a
which doesn't leave
access to doubts, the Bible. Is enough to read
the first 23 verses
the chapter 12 in the
first book
the ft.'faccabeans. The reason
the
silence of the Athenian historian is
fully
even if
truth is so
strong that overflow even in his same work:
in the
book of his History, in fact, he
name of the
manage to say that
was «
», and that «
inhabited the bulk
» (1, 8). And if say it
the
went
ofyears ...

The
from North,
reached the Hellas at least in two great,
following migrant waves, were the
In
first half
the n millennium, and

Dorians around 1200 b.
also
all
people that Ramses 1IJ, in his Medinet
Haunebu ("inhabitants
temple,
of
Mediterranean", W. Budge,
p. 463; "Aegean
or "isles",
p. 161 and p. 128). I.
Velikovsky, in his Peoples
the Sea (New
the fact that
Y ork 1977), places in
same Persian guards, depicted in
of the Darius
have
warriors
He says in fact:

the

ofthe
by comparing their
headgear wilh that
the
guard of Darius on the sculptures al
and we
this
identification by the
that the very same
name Peresel was applied in Egypt 10
r"""lfrn~ as laIe as the composition
Canopus Decree under
(pp.
100).
Now is necessary to note that the Palace
I (522-485 b.
at Persepolis was
buHt
seven hundred years later the
of the sea, but
invasion of the
affirming
380 b. C. and

WlTH REGARD to
Canopus
in 238 b, c., in the ninth year
kingdom, it really
Ptolemy 1II
of thc « cowardly Persians » which
had taken away the statues of thc gods from
that
the

51
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a
to
of Ptolemy
in
speaks about the Persians. We find
not
in the Kom el
name, in
in whieh the Canopus' decree Is
in
hieroglyphie, demotic and
versions (exaetly
stele), but also in
lsna (Latopolis, in the Upper
on the north wall of
room,
ineluded on a long list of defeated
the
hieroglyph whieh
the
Persians:

on,

read prwsw (perusu) exactly. Tbe
added at
end
the word is
determinative of the Foreign Countries (the
at
the hieroglyph),
that we find reproduccd on the same wall, in
the same
form, in all the other
names that they folIowand that they precede
of
our name
on the
Egyptian grammar rules, we can't read.

ones of the
temple.
In the
Urkunden
hieroglyph,
stele:

It means Persian and we
pars, because
at the bottom of the second
double
to the indication of the
block don't
lVL<1LIULLg another
the

but we aJways read it in the same way,
nefwr,
the double
at
bottom
ofthe
block don't

Still
Denkmaeler too (the
tree ones below) we
forms

o

<::::::>

o

,

that we read persa, perusa
pers,
the
same way of the forms with the double
of the same word with
all
thing
the
sense. That is
that we

peresati.

At the right of the entrance, east
dOOf-fortress
list

the

Shosu
1971), reads
In all the

TO COME OUT, however, of this
we
go to the Persian cuneiform, I mean thc
in which is wrote
original
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word whieh mark the
inhabitants, This word is

2004

and his

para s
word

A

IS

to translate

Odyssey, at the Arctic Polar
at any way,
111
because the situation is

of

as

that the Canopus
that of ,,Rosetta",
hieroglyphic, demotic

an isolated
word itself,

the perusu
showed, no'·>;",'''01
so that
document is '''''''lU,;:',
only, about Persians.

But even if we would to
the whoJe
up and to interpret
perusu word of
Canopus Stele any way as
also
case we couJd never say

we
of the eastern

the
the sea (see photo)

..

"Apadana" warriors and
have faces
every evidence, to
..
clothes belong to
cultural areas too;
..
weapons (especially
different:
m
documents
In the most ancient
meSOI)otlllnlC texts
Meluhha word shows
the Punjab, the Hindu
But between
Amarna tablets
is one, written in
cuneiform, trom the
of Biblo to the
Pharaoh
70), in
we find the same
identical word to
that is weil

we see at

Medinet
belong,

shield)

The things don't go

I
by
extreme regularity of the JI"'JIJI"~'
doubt
about feathers,
completely
in the case
on

heimets

Migration &

/ll/lt,mTE.

also if
Persian warriors'
had been
feathers, I don't see in what
manner
a fact should certify one some
identity between the
and
Peleset.

impossible to query
In my opinion, is
that
Dorians are
in
Mediterranean around 1200 b. C. - year more
year less
the Mycenaean
and
giving a strong contribution to the migrations
of the
of the sea.

and
As told up to here, it 1S
popular
in all
central and eastern
area
the Mediterranean, are all interlinked
between them. The result is
often
the most exclusive cultural
with nationalistic spirit in
or
in Middle
have
with
others, even far in
traditions.
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born, already ====
m
North
with the migrations
b. C. by
Aehaeans In
Aryans In
I
talked before
about the eultural influenees which arrived to
in the VlI1
the far
India, but there are also reasons
philological nature which excludes
of a common
certainty the
.,'-"-=:!! epie.
in
the
As weil as still today
storytellers whieh perform on
'~'V''''~'"~ habit we
that
the

The Iliad and
view, an
contribution of a
these two poems
intellectual

acted in the road by
have extraordinary analogies
poems. Also they
recourse
of narrative
identical
of
Wad, as the
descriptions
the clothes, the development
of
and relative
the
the
metrically pronouneed, together with a
pattern.

For instance I find wrong the idea, moreover
I/iad and the
submissively suggested,
Mahiibhcirata are both
one

HOWEVER THE strueture of the
joined for
by the
of the
equivalence, and not as interdependent (for
instance, the
in the sky ... shine and
burn,
or paratactic
opposite
to shine burning, interdependent form
In
the lliad
VJlI, v. 556]),
the
rh)1hm
that the storyteller must follow,
and that doesn't
an)1hing to do with the
prosody of the
poetry in written form,
a series
stylistic disparities whieh
don't allow the passage sic et simpliciter
the oral
to that of
poetry which
involves,
other
an

Odysseyare, from this point
case.
North European tradition in
was supposed with courage
curiosity by Eng.
Omero
Baltico even
things must to be
purpose
the
historical research, in
is to
a
clear,
not hypothetical frame
in
to place scientifically
correct data and documents, avoiding to fall
trap of an evenemential use of
that is to
functional assonance between
out of every historkai contest.
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work

and

Even if the most ancient known
""'''Itt""", documents
go over the
century b.
we know that already in the
century the inhabitants
were making use of that alphabetical
writing.

less,

this
at three
we obtain the
to transform the
the Greek one. It
saying, obviously, that the
sixteenth century b.
didn't
I any writing form and, less than
still it was "'''''''T'''''..

the
European courts
Middle Age a singular custom
established. When agave
his an important symbol of
as for
a shield
mythoJogical scenes, the rider
this
compose a
he was
composing a poem without the
inspiration, or without
the
rules in fashion,
hirnself seriously
hirn to

m
beautiful poetry
spared.
skalds (from the

handed down orally,
already definite and
same memories and
had surely to
too,
worth
same speech. Is
so
material,
down
by the bards, was picked up in very next
by someone which, being
and syntax
do
his
two
Vyasa In lndia, do exactly the same poetic
and
the same things at the same
obviously, must have
One of the
from
By
the east had
Greece
and that
in the same l\lJahdbhdrata as
personal ities
the poem
must be thought
possible that,
was
last
one.
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One of

his

rl"",-rA"'"

power.

THE
GOD Lug owns
characteristics, as to his birth he is
only
a group of brothers drowned by
the waves of the sea.
one
the central
Mahlibhdrata, Bhisma, he too
the god
Dyu
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canto of the Mahabharata is several times
named as Dyu-pitar, analogous to the Ju
ppiter, Jove father, of the Latins) has the
same characteristics of birth of the equ ivalent
North European divinities, but not only.
•

•
•

Both Bhisma than Heimdallr are the first
god that is born and the last god that dies
in a cycle of human civiJization.
80th, being also the firstborns of an era,
give up their right to reign and be fathers.
Both have the concern to train a king to
the government of the world.

OTHER COUPLES of counterparts between
the North-European mythology and the gods
of the Alahabharata are the Scandinavian
god Vidarr and the Indian Visnu, the wicked
Loki and the demoniac Duryodhana, but
generally the entire eschatological battle,
with the final consequent palingenesis, of the
Germanic mythology has his homologous in
the Kuruksetra battle and the personalities
which animate i1.
After is been kilJed the son of Odin, Baldr, by
the wicked Loki by cheating (as Os iris by
Seth, as Yudhisthira is won by cheating to the
dices by Duryodhana) the world has lost the
ideals and the hopes. All the monsters
symbol of the evil freed of theirs chains and
they relentlessJy move forward the gods
protectors of the world: Surtr which is the
burning fire, Loki, the Fenrir wolf, Hryrnr
which governs the ship built with the nails of
the dead, so that to the gods doesn't remain
that to prepare themseIves to the battJe.
There are not armies that take the field, but
every god engages an individual duel with his
opposing demon, and so doing they end to
kill themselves one with the other.
The Fenrir wolf moves forward with the
wide-open mouth, the lower jaw sweeps the
ground, while the superior one touches the
sky: he swa llowed already Odin and is about
to swaJlow the whole universe when Vidarr,
with a foot, squashes at ground the wolfs

lower jaw and, keeping the jaw steady with
one hand, with the other one cut his throat.
Heimdallr and Loki are the last ones to
killing one with the other. Now Surtr, the
burning fire, sweeps away every form of life
from the earth that, straight after, is flooded
by the waters of the oceans. But because
Vidarr killed the wolf, the world, even if it
was destroyed by a dreadful cataclysm, isn't
definitively annihilated. Slowly it reappears
from the waters which flooded hirn, and
starts rising aga in, regenerating so his cycJes
oflife.
In the Mahabharata the mythical memory of
the destruction of an ancient
on
the
earth
functions
as
background,
mythological stock of the common Indo
European cultural base, from which draw the
model of the total destruction of the Bhärata
dynasty, in which the death of young people
represents the death of his hopes. On this rich
Indo-European mythology (his histories, his
personalities), the Indian creator of the
Mahabharata inserts the narrative
typical of the poem, whose form undoubtedly
constitutes his most characteristic expression
ofpoetry.
When Vyasa makes Safijaya tell the
preparations of the great battle, in the V
canto, we see to run very long lines of allies
and gather huge armies, that are made up of
millions and millions of soldiers. When the
war begins, however, these immense armed
crowds seem to do only by sound-track to the
enterprises of the single heroes, or only to
prove, through apocalyptic mass destruction,
the supernatural value of the incarnate gods
and
weapons. The war is only a
set of individual fights between single
personal ities, which cross their weapons in
formidable duels, fought always to the death.
WE REMEMBER that one between Karna
and Arjuna or what opposes Duryodhana To
Bhima; but also the battle, rich of terrible
beauty and indescribable pathos that only the
fight between supernatural beings can create,
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A Page from tbe "Codex Regius", a XIII Century's Copy oftbe Original Soemundar Edda,
a Cluster ofSkaldic Poems. Copenagben, Royal L ibrary.

Dinos with Black Figures (Detail): Figbt Near the Chariots. 570BC.
Athens, National Musuem.
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in which Krsna,
incarnation,
Asvatthaman, Siva incarnation, are
AT THE

of every day are
and annies'
but as soon as the
vanish into
and the
describes only
episodes
individual behaviour. The Krsna
god, that swore never to
is the Arjuna
but the
get down
in the battle and don't have
problem "to dirty
hands" among the
humans.
narrative
each of
the reader will already have
those ones, completely
in the lliad.

Certainly,

As wen as, in fact, Vyasa creates bis tale on
a
mytbological base,
similarly Homer
tbe narrative
schemes again,
them in a
substratum of
climatologic
memories taken in Greece from the
migrations ofthe North-European peoples.

If in the Ma'na,/)nclrm
Arjuna

Krsna is
Iliad Homer
do,

V canto the divine
in
person
the charioteer for the earthling
Diomed: she jumped on the
nearby 10
Diomed, like a furious
the goddess;
board
very much,
weight, because a terrible e()(wess
excellent man were crushing
the whip and the reins Pa lias Athena ...
837-840). They two meet the god
the war Ares which,
in person
against the Achaeans, is he too at the
(by first Ares
on
driving of a

5, hfue Nttmber 20, 2004

and the re ins
the
851). But Athena who,
8vy'
KIJY&17 Y ,
chariot, has
"activated
Ades
became
invisible
land an awful blow at the
of Ares which,
hirn, throws a bestial
A
escape:
like wind
appears from an obscure
cloud, throwing down a violent breath of
so the meta! Ares appeared to
Diomed,
by clouds,
was going up to the wide sky. (864-867).
Since Homer
arrive up to us with
reputation of a fortune-teller
we can't think that he's describing
vision" of the take-off of a
Canaveral Shuttle.
then? The
the lliad IS jam-packed
descriptions
flying objects, the famous
The Mahdbhlirata. But the
Vimanas
problem which is created in our culture is
how and in the light
which
lliad was
official translators.
Far instance:
gave power to the chariot that driven (let:
without its will) flew in the
between
the
and the starry sky. As
the man can sees with the eyes
at the dark sea,
out,
the
which thunders in
stanzas 768-772).

EVEN
vocabulary
1930 on the basis of

or

is compased by
Vlf/l adverb,
This
,and from TJXTJ,
"rumble",
"in
"thunder", therefore " whäfthunders in
59
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" Why did the
centUI)' invent an expression which doesn't
have any
with
of
the

concerning the choice
to be given to
words of
the following.
STANZA 111
Ka()' lJT:JCOJV

2004

1s

a hyperbole
the language, so to
that was
to fly,
because is
Bera which is driving
his "chariot" from the highest Olympus peak
(stanza
to the plain of
this
is that,

text, is

the V canto the
sentence

xapa():;

IS

translated correetiy ~ (by all the official
translators) with the
from the
jumped down 10 ground. Is right, in
the ll7:JWJvj word isn't
, since the
of the MahtibhtiraLa,

Greek word actualJy and

rVU7rU1T

At

point however
"chariot" and
unavoidable.

So

misunderstanding
"horse"

same canto the
Jl!:((J!lC;t:V 8' ml7:0UC;
is
In a
way,
in fact
whipped the
that it's completely anormal
that a
charioteer,
his chariot, can and must to
whip
horses to go
But a11
sentence
In

stanza 768 of

a&Kovrt: l7:t:rt:CJ01]v j.tl.xJ"(YE:yV<;

rt: Kat
same

correctness, means without its
in the middle between the earth and
sky.

Is now ever
that a
fmds
normal to say
whipping
horses, a
chariot can fly without its will between the
earth and the starry
not only, hut thatfly
in a
a lot of
as much as
the man can sees wilh the eyes,
on
look-out,
at the dark sea?
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8' LJrl7:0u<;

sentence
how whipped

same
it derive
the
Indo-European root men, therefore
the
to the
word,
which means "strength", "power", "rush".
point it all
In

movement, is ...,,,,,,,,,,-,u
etymologically correet is "to give
"to give
and,
this concept to
the
But if isn't to

With regard to
word, in
or is always
we must make up our
translated "chariot" or is
translated
is choose, isn't
"horse";
we have to
But
once
another ''borse'', according to
on in our head,
a senous
working.

1S too
any
interpretation,
can't have sense, and that
which
certainly don't really have, because no-one
the sky (who
knows,
... '1), for the

iVl1arm"fJ11

the

one

&
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without doubt,

the better.
BUT THE MOST unbeJievable fact
happened to me to
translation a famous
of Homer's,
is the way in which the aSKovrs
term was translated (stanZa 768, see above),
is a
so-caTfed a privative
and the
SKOJ v,
means
"voluntarily",
its
therefore the so
compound word can't mean
else that
"without its will"; in
a
about an engine
not
the animal,
the commands
without having the "will" to
If all this
is absurd, then the

cuneiform texts, culturally more
from
the
world-wide
respect to the Homeric texts,
don't
(or at
no--onl!,!. up
now, tried to create them) can
be
to mention, at this
purpose, a
BabyJonian
the
0/ the
god, in which is described a chariot 0/
that produces a terrible
in the sky and that because 0/ the
and the immense roar, when he
earth.
moves makes 10 rumble the sky and

that
his famous
speaks about winged "Iiving
f'rp,,,,tll.rpc , or
gJory
LORD",
he sees to land on
bank of the Kebar
of BabyJon), says
I heard
channel
rushing (water)
me a voice 0/ a
3, 12), and also
noise o/the
and the noise
the wheels over
Ihem, and a noise 0/ a great rushing (wafer)
3, 1

And the Mahiibhiirata?
can't
nothing else that
and flying

poem
of

to do some

Bible: And

made ...
LORD UlI/inf1prpl1
Sa 22, 12-14)].

In
XIV book, the
"book
the horse's
a journey on foot for n",r'<ln,','
only, and he is
the Himalayas.
Then, '''U'''''',');;: lI:!un,'1er
in every part,
approached fhe
up ».

chario!

BUT WE GO back

'cause
wound, addresses
brother darling, help me, lend me
so that I can go to Olympus, there where is
fhe
seal
0/ who
(aOavarOJv

61
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and gives her soon his "flying"
Ares gave her the chario!
ornaments. She got info the chariot with
in Iris
heart full ofanguish; nearby 10
too, which look the commands
power 10 go, and it, conducted
wi!l), raised up.
Imirne,alcllel'v Ihe seal
the
Olympus, and the jast Iris,
stopped the
supports (the security belts?) and
10 the ambrosius food (stanzas 363-369).
Still, and always, Homer uses
same words
we had already saw in the description of
Hera chariot.

BUT WHAT KrND of weapons were using
these "gods" to defend some earthmen
against some others? Also in this case Homer
us something. In the stanza 594, always
of the V canto, he says for instance that Ares
manhandled a prodigious weapon (put)
above the shoulder. I translate the
naAap17 CYl Greek word with the term
"ma-nhandled" because this meaning is in its
root.

,

to this weapon, Homer gives us
to
ones that
stanza 745, when the
the
to the Achaeans' ai~
under the blows of

on the jlaming chario! and
strongly weapon which
down the heroes's formations, if
the power/itl father become
Hera then quickly gave power
the chartot, and automatically creaked the
doors
which the Horae were
which is entrusted the
sky, when it's necessary
down the dense c1oud.
.'...."""'/'1

It's treat
an
weapon, big,
so that to use it must be leant on the
able to knock down

"to

divine weapons about which Vyasa
In The Mahlibhlirata are prodigious and
62

often describes the terrifYing
them.

na/Lapaopal

verb means in fact
execute", while the
TCaAap17 8&Wt;
adjective
means
-and tbc [TCa/Lap17 1 expression,
Iiterally "palm of tne - hartcl", shows a
particular technical knowledge in
In the rest the sentence we
Greek
word.
thing",
can mean
"of
also
immeasurable
"huge", "colossal".
However we must exclude these three last
from our case, because Homer lets
us know that Ares was placing the weapon
&V wlla, "on the shoulder", so it can't be
but "prodigious" or "dreadful" (a

The
"to

2004

WERE

IN THE ILlAD gods and men
1!1 a
"normal" contiguity and familiarity, in
most litera! sense of the term, since many
the heroes who
the poem are
children born
earthman (or an earthwoman)
"goddess" (or a "god"). Such a
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and daily cohabitation, side by side, in which
the structure of the relationships is framed
Mound the same behavioural characteristics
and the same psychological relations, exists
only in two other works arrived at us from
the ancient world: the Book of Enoch and the
MaMbhiirata. But in the Book of Enoch this
swarming with relations, which in some case
become a little crazy, belongs to an
antediluvian humanity, while in the Iliad and
the MahiibMrata this world doesn't already
exist any more, at least exists on ly in poetry
and in some rare, isolated and mysterious
contact between some lonely "divinity" and
so me king or priest.

co nt inui ng to pass the "foods" and beihg
responsib le, for the part of his competence,
for the education of the children ( not always
and only in a few cases, however ... )
Surely something remained too and is
absolutely alive, still at our days: maybe in
our DNA tracks of the "far gods" still exist
and, mixed with the human DNA, they
transmit trough the generations, according to
the laws of genetic transmissi on identifi ed by
the Bohemian biologist Gregor Mendel in
eight hundred.
Surely the ancient "gods" still govem today,
as thousands of years ago, the world in wh ich
we live. Wh at God did in the Bible, He do to
day too.

THEREFORE, the planetary catastrophe of
the deluge, seems to have drasticaJly and
definitively
changed
the
relationships
between the two comrnunity, that of the
"gods" and that of the men. In that far, last
lost world, the cohabitation between the two
groups, as testified in the Book of Enoch and
in the same Bible, had certainly become
impossible and so, just starting from the
traumatic event of a destruction almost total,
a kind of divorce seems to have come into
force, in which one of the two parts, still
today, avo ids carefully the other, also
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